
Tender No. CWC/RO-CNI/H&T-SNG/2018-19/        05.09.2018

From:

The Regional Manager,
Central Warehousing Corporation
Chennai

Dear Sir,
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I/we offer to work:-

√ or x i) At the rates given in the schedule of rates for services, or

√ or x ii) At percent above the rates given in the schedule of rates for 
services, or

√ or x iii) At percent below the rates given in the schedule of rates for
services, and it is confirmed that no other charges would be payable to me/us.

iv) I/We offer to attend transportation work as at (2) of Price Bid from 
Goodsshed,Singanallur  to CW, Singanallur [Point to point basisand vice versa at
` per MT and no SOR is applicable on this rate.

.

Average of four major operation : Per MT Rates at (ii) plus (iv)
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APPNEDIX-IV.

Type here your name, address, email ID and 
contact number

I/We submit the online tender for appointment as loading/unloading/handling and transportation
on adhoc basis etc. for foodgrains contractors  at Central Warehouse, SINGANALLUR.

I/We have thoroughly examined and understood instructions to tenderers. Terms and conditions of
contract given in the Notice Inviting Tender, Invitation to Tender titled as General Information,
instructions to tenderers and those contained in general conditions of contract and its appendixes
and schdules and agree to abide by them.
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5 I/We shall be bound by the act of my/our duly constituted attorney as under :-
(Authorization letter of appointing the above attorney with his signature appended there to 
has been enclosed along with the tender document. )
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Yours faithfully,

Digitally signed 2 of 2

I/We agree to keep the offer open for acceptance upto ----------and inclusive the date under column
'C' ( at inviation to tender). I/We shall bound by communication of acceptance of the offer
dispatched within the time and I/We also agree that if the date upto which the offer would remain
open declared a holiday for the Corporation, the offer will remain open for acceptance till the next
working day.

Type the name address of the duly constituted 
attorney.

I/We do hereby declare that we have thoroughly understood the tnder conditions and abide
bythem. We also understood that on submission of the tender online, I/We are bound by the tender
conditions.

The rates quoted are exclusive of GST or any other tax levied by the Central Government in lieu
ofService Tax and the same will be payable by the Corporation over and above the schedule of rates.


